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Thank you, nature 
By Jaydin Miriam Mathew (5 N) 

 
A day always starts with, 
the sun rising and birds chirping. 
Sun ray’s falling in my room while, 
flowers bloom. 
Isn’t it lovely? 
Nature gives a beautiful dawn. 
 

Now, the silver shiny moon and stars 
come out to play while, 
whispers of the wind blow away. 
Isn’t it lovely? 
Nature gives a majestic dusk. 
 

 
 

The Night Sky 
By Tanvi Chaupal (5 E) 

 
 

I love to stand at my window, 
and look at the night sky, 
where I see the moon, 
Shining brightly, high up in the night sky 
 

I love to stand at my window, 
And look at the night sky, 
Where I see millions of stars. 
Twinkling brightly in the sky 
 

I’d loves to stand at my window, 
starting at the sky, 
but now it’s time to go to bed, 
let me see the sky one last time 
before my mom calls me to sleep, once again. 
 



 

  

Beach fun 
By Vishnu Vinay (3 G) 

 
Come ‘on let’s go to the beach, 
The sky is welcoming as always. 
Let’s ride the bike, 
and play football. 
We make sandcastles, 
we play with sand. 
Let’s play in the slide, 
Let’s play in the swing. 
Let’s walk and talk, 
and in the sun let’s have some fun. 
 

 
 

Rain, Rain, Rain 
By Ian Joe Thaliath (3 H) 

 
 
Rain, rain, rain, 
Why are you hiding in the sky? 
Come down, come down, 
I love to play with you. 
 
The rain falls down. 
From the clouds above 
Making me wet and my garden. 
Splashing Splashing  the whole way. 
 
Cool my mind and land. 
The flowers dancing in the shower, 
The rain stopped, the sun came out, 
Mom said, “Come Inside” 
 



 

  

History of Nations 

By Salma Adel (5 N) 

We all have a history, 
Which refers to our nation, 

And we’ll help you not to worry, 
About your vacation, 

………………. 

Egypt has pharaohs, 
India has kings, 

And not only these, 
There are so many things, 

………………… 

All of you should know, 
What is your history, 
And don’t forget it, 

Keep it as a memory, 
 



 

  

The Golden Bird 

Harsh S. Wankhade (4 I) 

 

Once a day Nandan lived in a village Ramnagar. He use to wake up early but use to 

feel drowsy. He was a lazy student and never got good marks in his exams. One day 

his uncle came to Nandan’s house for a week. When his uncle was leaving he told 

Nandan’s mother about the golden bird. Nandan overheard it. Near Ramnagar there 

was a big jungle. The next day he asked his mother to wake him up early. Nandan 

woke up early. He went to the temple nearly and heard the hermit’s moral speech. 

The next day he woke up very early and went to the jungle nearly. He saw something 

bright in the sky, in reality it was the sun. Every day he use to wake up early and 

complete his work. Nandan became a very sincere student. Nandan was awarded with 

the best student of the year award. Day by day Nandan was improving his skills and 

became a bright student. 

 



 

  

The Haunted House 

Hridya 5N 

Once there was a rusty, grey, creepy and hauted house which was surrounded by 

old, unwatered and dry trees and even after it was spring, the trees would remain   

the same. No one dared to enter that house at any cost as it was the creepiest house 

in that town. Everybody believed that a ghost lived in there. One day the scariest thing 

in the town happened. All the meant in the whole town had been stolen. The people 

insisted that the ghost who lived in that haunted house stole them. They did say who 

did it but not a single person except Andrew had the guts to go there. Everyone 

including the ghost heard this and Andrew packed everything like guns, ropes, shoots, 

knife, cutter, blade and each and everything he could find and set out on his journey. 

He went there nervously and knocked on the door. Nobody answered it but after 

some time somebody opened the door and an old man in ragged clothes and a shy 

face came out in fear! Andrew understood that what everyone thought was a ghost 

was actually an old man dressed in a shabby clothes and the actual thieves were a 

gang of dogs.   

 



 

  

Endless ways to have fun 
Michelle 5C 

 

There are tons of ways of keeping yourself entertained without having to switch on the 

T.V. 

During this summer vacation, I found a number of ways to spend my time fruitfully. 

Especially here, in the GCC countries, the common excuse for children is that the climate 

is too hot to go outside. However, the bright side is that there are a million ways to have 

fun at home itself. I am jotting down a few tried and tested ways to keep you occupied 

for hours. 

1. READING – Nothing beats a book and a snack in a cozy corner. 

2. DO YOUR OWN MAGAZINE – This is an excellent way to boost your creativity 

and have loads of fun. 

3. EARNING TOKENS- Get your mom or dad to write a list of thing for you to do 

or study in a special notebook. As you complete each task, tick and make sure 

you finish each thing. Once you finish collecting a fixed number of tokens, you 

have earned you reward. Of course, this requires generous parents. 

4. JOURNALING- Buy an attractive notebook. This will be your journal for the 

year. Whatever comes in your mind or anything that you enjoy doing put it 

down in here in a creative manner with words or pictures. 

5. HULLAHOOP & SKKIPPING – Don’t feel like exercising? Hullahoop and skipping 

are an outstanding way to play as well as getting some exercise. 

6. KNITTING – Might sound a bit girly but anyone can do it. There are a lot of online 

tutorials for this activity and it is not only a fun way keep you occupied but a 

very useful skill too. 

7. WINDOW STARGAZING – Switch of all the light, spread cozy blankets on the 

floor, open the curtains wide, pack up some snacks, lanterns, binoculars, 

notepads and other things that adventures take ! Lie on your back and gaze at 

the sky! 

8. INDOOR CAMPING- When the weather’s too hot and you’re bored, have an 

indoor camping with your family, have all your family perform magic shows, 

drawing shows too! Of course! Play games! End the camping with a tasty 

dinner and a good movie. 

 



 

  

Class: 2 to 5 

SERA  (2A) 

Prarthana  (5J) 



 
 

Kshitij   (3D) 

Vrinda Ajith  (4G) 


